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Career Center Finally Helps First Student Find Job

I

n an unprecedented turn competition.
of events, the Washington
“The best way to prepare for
University Career Center the interview is with practice and
announced that it has finally role-playing,” explained Christy
helped a graduating senior Vaeth, Richardson’s personal
land a job. The announcement Career Center advisor. “I helped
came in the form of a 3:00 am Matt prepare for the interview by
Record email, in which Car- telling him, ‘Okay, now pretend
eer Center Director Mark I’m with the Career Center and
Smith was quoted saying, “We’re I’m interviewing you.’ The
pleased to announce that senior practice clearly paid off when
Matt Richardson has received I interviewed him the following
and accepted a formal job offer. week.”
With our help, the Biomedical
Yet despite the recent sucEngineering and Economics cess, many students remain
Major, who is also receiving a pessimistic. “We’re all screwed,”
minor in Applied Statistics and lamented junior Clayton Wachspeaks fluent Mandarin, was ter as he finished shotgunning
able to find a position working a can of Natty. “I actually went
at the front desk, right here at inside the Career Center once
the Career Center.”
to take a piss, so I’ve seen the
According to industry ex- place firsthand, and while I was
perts, the coveted front desk there I heard them tell a kid he
position opened up last month needed to take initiative and
when the previous receptionist create a resume for himself betook maternity leave. Thanks to fore they could help him. Create
the Career Center’s vast network your own resume? Who has time
of connections and wealth of for that? They might as well reinsider knowledge, Richardson name the place the ‘Fuck it, I’ll
was able to get a leg up on the go to grad school’ Center.”

Graham Chapel Bell Ringer
Goes on 5 Minute Solo
page A1

Hobos on Loop Now
Accepting Campus Card
Answering the phone is one of
Richardson’s many important responsibilities at his prestigious new job
Now that he is on the staff,
Richardson hopes to continue
the Career Center’s run of success by helping himself find a
second job so that he can pay off
his student loan debts and still
eat enough food to survive.

Student Comes Out GOP

In light of high unemployment, a tax system in disarray,
and widespread financial instability, senior Jake Jacobs has
come out of the closet to profess
his allegiance to the GOP.
“I’ve always felt a little different from my peers,” Jacobs
admitted. “I remember when I
was ten years old watching Jonathan Robson climb the rope in
gym class. Everybody else was
cheering him on, but as I stared
at the graceful motion of his
warrior-like arms and rock hard
buttocks, a strange and tingly
sensation came over me. Although I didn’t fully realize it
at the time, I knew then that

Jake Jacobs is one of many students
to come out showing his GOP pride

the cheers of our classmates were
useless. Only through individual
agency and perseverance would
he ever reach the top.”
Like many of his Republican
peers, Jacobs says that coming
out to his parents was especially difficult. “At first my dad
didn’t take it too well,” Jacobs
explained. “He called me an embarrassment and an abomination, and he said that if he and
Mom had known I’d turn out this
messed up, they would have had
that twentieth abortion. They’re
just too liberal to understand.”
Jacobs’ confession has come
as a quite a surprise to many in
the WashU community who remember him for his charitable
dedication to Habitat for Humanity, his tolerant and caring nature,
and for not being a total dumbass.
“Am I shocked? Damn straight,
I’m shocked,” explained Jacobs’s
close friend Max Wilkins. “I
mean, I guess I should have suspected something when he started eating grits, reading the Bible,
and listening to country music.
And then there was the time I
offered to pay for his share of
the cab and his eyes got wide, his
pupils were kind of shaky, and
he yelled something like ‘I don’t
need your lousy wealth transfers, you misguided communist
pig!’ Or some shit like that. But,
yeah, otherwise I thought he
was a straight-shooter.”
University
psychologist
Phyllis Jones has offered her ex-

planation for this phenomenon.
“It’s not uncommon for these
young, closet-Republicans to
spend long periods of time in
denial,” she said. “We often see
them joining liberal-minded
student groups and even bullying other Republicans in an effort to fit in with their peers. But
it’s as if a demon persists within
them, whispering the seductive
song of the GOP and pulling
them away from progressive,
enlightened politics.”
The decision to come out
GOP also has significant implications for students’ social lives.
“Yeah, I’m not hanging out with
Jacobs anymore,” admitted
former friend Dylan Parker. “I
don’t care if you’re black, white,
gay, straight, Hindu, Buddhist,
skinny, or fat. Hell, you could
even be an Islamic extremist and
I’d be willing to attribute our
differences to my own cultural
ignorance and sing Kumbaya.
But Republicans can go fuck
themselves.”
Given
such
animosity
toward conservative students,
many fear an increase in
campus violence as the number
of openly Republican students
continues to grow. When asked
what efforts WashU might be
planning to protect the welfare
of these GOP students, WUPD
police chief Dom Strom stated,
“Hey, I’m a blue collar guy with
two kids at home. A little bit
of guerilla warfare on campus

page L10

Pro-Life Students
Refuse to Recognize
Connie’s Choice
page XI

Physics 117 Student
Discovers Block Sliding
Faster Than Light, Checked
Math Twice
page 8

Roommate Has
So Much Homework
page 8.5

never hurt nobody—especially if it helps keep
Obama in office. Plus, the union protects me
against these shenanigans, and I think the
government will still pay me me if I take the next
couple weeks off.”
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Art Student Tries to Not Take His Work Too Seriously
To prepare for his second
semester as a painting major, junior
Silas Maddox felt he needed to “take
the pressure off” and simply enjoy
what he loves to do. The painting
studios at Wash U often produce
high-strung students who get so
caught up attempting to master the
conceptual form that they start to
lose their grip on reality. Maddox,
however, differentiates himself by
not taking things too seriously.
“I’m really just going with the
flow, you know?” he said while
giving a tour of his workspace to
confused pre-froshes. “I mean, just
look at that flow. See how the blue
just surrenders itself to the orange
as my brush caresses the canvas?
That’s the kind of process that can’t
be duplicated. Am I right?!”
“I used to be like all the elitist
theorists around here, searching
for some kind of universal system
of truth in the avante-garde within
their materials,” he added. “Isn’t that
the most ridiculous thing you’ve
ever heard? I’ve totally turned
around and gone all post-postmodernist since then. It’s just my super
chilled out way of uncovering the
true meaning of life and human
existence and shit. Sort of a small
gift to the world. That’s just how
Silas P. Maddox gets it done.”

“Whoops, made a bad mark
there, see? It’s no biggie! I can just
throw it out and start again whenever I want to, no problem whatsoever,” he added while asking us to
step back in order to avoid interrupting the wavelengths in his
creative airspace.
Despite
Maddox’s
outlook,
sources within the art school admit
that the student has struggled to
perform at the level expected of him.
“Silas has yet to master the craft,”

explained art professor Emilia JonesMurray. “His pseudo intellectual approach falls well short of the brilliance of, say, my courageous painting of a man’s head on an owl’s body
superimposed over a series of cubes
that challenges the status-quo and
disrupts the boundaries of time and
space itself. No, Silas’s work teeters
dangerously close to the mundane.
That’s why he got a C+.”
Nevertheless, Maddox refuses
to be deterred by his poor grades.

“Whatever man, I’m just rolling with
it.” he explained. “Monet’s paintings
were unappreciated during his lifetime too. Someday, maybe after my
death, my art will be hanging up in
the Louvre. And I’ll be there to see
it, because my soul is immortal and
transcendent, and wherever there
is art, there is Silas P. Maddox. But
yeah - if not, that’s cool too.”
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professor talking about her
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program. The news reported
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to persons living, ailing or dead
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Chancellor Wrighton Relieved of Duties
After Allegations of Glow Stick Fraud Surface
The Washington University
Board of Directors announced today
that it has unanimously voted to
relieve Mark S. Wrighton of his
duties as Chancellor. The announcement comes after allegations surfaced that the former Chancellor
lied about inventing the glow stick
on his resume.
“I am extremely disappointed by
these recent findings,” said Board
Chairman Stephen F. Brauer.
“During Mr. Wrighton’s tenure, the
university has seen the annual number of freshman applicants double.
And while the former Chancellor
revamped the curriculum, oversaw
the construction of over thirty new
buildings, and added more than
190 endowed professorships, it is
clear that the tremendous rise in the
university’s reputation is due to the
fact that everybody thought he had
created the glow stick. That’s why

we make sure to mention it every
year at Convocation.”
“The glow stick is almost certainly the greatest invention of the
modern era,” added physics professor Alan Steinberg. “What other
device can function so effectively as
both a source of illumination and a
party favor? I came here because that
was the type of cutting-edge research I wanted to get involved
with.”
When confronted about the allegations, a visibly shaken Wrighton
confessed to the lie. “I remember
looking around the waiting room
and seeing all the other candidates
for the position,” he explained.
“There was the CEO of AnheuserBusch, the Former Missouri governor Bob Holden, and even actor
Will Smith. How was I supposed
to compete with the Fresh Prince of
Bel-Air? I was still rolling-face from

Wrighton addressing the school following allegations of Glow Stick fraud
Day Glow the night before, and I just nounced a highly qualified list of
had the idea to lie about inventing replacement candidates, including
glow sticks. I’m deeply, deeply the creator of Tamagatchi, the
sorry.”
inventor of Snap Braclets, and the
The university has already an- genius behind the Chia Pet.

Professional Wrestling Marred by Replacement Referees
The ongoing strike by International Wrestling Federation referees
has forced the league to hire replacement officials, but some believe that
the new officials are unprepared for
the frantic pace of the sport.
Many wrestlers have already
come forward to complain about
the referees. “These scabs are
terrible!” said former World Champion Enrique Calzone. “Just last
week, my friend Tyron the Tornado
was knocked out by the dastardly
Jacques Soufflé, who hit Tyron with
brass knuckles while the referee was
distracted by [Soufflé’s girlfriend]
Mandy, who was doing a sexy
dance. I know how sexy Mandy can
be, since she used to be my girl. But
this can’t go on!”
“You hear me, Soufflé?” Calzone
shouted. “I’m coming for you, Frenchy!”

Not all wrestlers have been
so critical of the replacements,
however. Grandpa Sam, a forty-year
veteran of the IWF, feels that the
officials are doing a fine job. “Back
in my day,” Grandpa Sam crowed,
“tacks and barbed wire were legal.
These pampered whippersnappers wouldn’t have stood a chance
against Vengeful Vinny or even his
wife, Voluptuous Veronica!”
Negotiations
between
the
normal referees and the owners have
been at a standstill for months, with
the referees demanding compensation for injuries caused by flying
chairs. Still, an end to the strike may
be in sight, as IWF Chairman Rick
Striker is reportedly set to meet head
referee Bobby “Countin’” Tucker in
an arbitration cage match later this
month.

I love being a WUSA
by Kelly Schumacher,
sophomore

I luuuuv being a WUSA!
It’s so great getting to be a
role model for these kiddos.
I’m totally not just doing
this cause it looks good on
my resume or anything. I
know that the floor really
looks up to me, and I’m just
doing everything I can to
make sure they all have
the funnest year like ever! I

really feel like they can come
to me if they have problems
or whatevs—I just want to
be like a big sister to them.
I’m soooo lucky that I got the
bestest freshman floor ever!
Mwah I love you Ruby 2!

Replacement referee (pictured lower left) loses track of the chainsaw vs. chair
death-match after exiting the ring to hit on the one woman in the crowd.

My WUSA Kelly
is a useless bitch
by Sean Kramer,
Ruby 2 resident

Contrary to your enthusiastic assertion, the reality
is that you have proven to
be about as useful to me as
a tampon. Swinging by our
common room once a month
for fifteen minutes to drop
off over-cooked brownies
does not constitute mentorship. I mean, they didn’t even
have pot in them! Well-inten-

tioned though you may be,
it is clear that we will never
develop a meaningful relationship, and I find the prospect of running into you
around campus and having
to awkwardly force a smile
for the next 3 years to be
especially dreadful. Also,
my name is Sean, not Sam,
you dumb bitch.
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Freshman’s Sex Life Not Living Up to Expectations
Six weeks into his college career, Freshman
Matt Blake’s sex life has failed to live up to his
expectations. Despite the popular media’s depiction of college as a time for wild parties and
unrestrained sexual deviance, Blake says that
his experience has been overwhelmingly disappointing.
“Where are the tits?” a distraught Blake asked
while flipping through flash cards depicting
various molecular structures. “My first day here
I stocked up on a bunch of those free res-life
condoms, but the only time I’ve ever used one
was to masturbate when I’d run out of tissues.”
Like other sexually desperate freshman
males, Blake has been going above and beyond
normal male behavior to try and boost his sex
appeal. According to his roommates, Blake has
been spotted vacuuming, washing his sheets,
and flossing. “I even started using conditioner!”
he added.
“I’ve had four different girls over to watch tv
with me. I even paid for an Ibby’s dinner with my
meal points and then watched The Notebook with
this one chick!” Blake lamented. “Each time the
excuse was the same: ‘Sorry, my roommate needs
help with something, I’ll see you tomorrow.’ Fuck
that and fuck her—we both know that I won’t.”
Fortunately for Blake, there is some hope. As

Newton’s 4th law states, one girl in every class
will achieve infamy for being that one chick who
gets plowed harder than a Chinese rice field.
And Mandy Gilligan, this year’s super slut, says
she is willing to put out. “I’ll get to Blake eventually, he just needs to get in line and take a deli
number before he can get a slice of these roast
beef curtains,” she explained.
Until then, Blake says he’ll just have to explore
other aspects of the college experience Wash U
might have to offer, like going to wild football
tailgates or sneaking into sorority houses.

Crime Prevention Tips

10.
9.

Freshman entertains himself with a condom he knows
he won’t use that night anyway.

Most people fall into a life of
crime because they had a poor
education. Ask suspicious persons
what Atticus Finch represents
about the American spirit.
Never leave your room.

8.

Try to avoid displays of wealth, like
wearing flashy jewelry and attending a school that costs more than
the US median household income.

7.

Explain to the mugger that your
phone is only an iPhone 4S, so it’s a
worthless piece of crap right now.

6.

Remember that your money isn’t
worth your life. Then forget it and
work a miserable job for the next
fifty years.

5.

If you are accosted by a mugger,
run to the nearest blue light phone.
It will ensure that your body is
easy to find.

4.

If Omar comin’, y’all best just drop
the stash.

3.

Don’t commit crimes.

2.

In most cases of sexual assault,
the victim knows the attacker, so
don’t make any friends.

1.

Throw a party; the police will
show up immediately

The Library is now open 24 hours a day. What do you think?

Mitch Kramer
Nerd

Maurice Williams
Law school graduate, homeless

Peter Guthrie
Fat kid, danish enthusiast

James Conrad
B-Schooler, thumb-sucker

“Now I finally have
somewhere to be
at 11 PM on
Saturdays!”

“Yes!! Now I can
sleep there too!”

“Will Whispers be open
24 hours also?”

“Who cares? Their
books never have
pictures anyways...”

George Washington
Horny bastard
“Big deal. Let me know when
they open up the erotic
literature section. The British
are coming, why can’t I?”

